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Abstract 

This study shows the post-evaluation analysis of our efforts in 

INTERSPEECH 2020 Far-Field Speaker Verification 

Challenge (FFSVC 2020). There are one task of far-field text-

dependent speaker verification from single microphone array, 

and one task of far-field text-independent speaker verification 

from single microphone array, and another task of far-field text-

dependent speaker verification from distributed microphone 

arrays in this challenge. Our systems were based on x-vectors 

with different front-end feature extraction methods and neural 

network topologies. The score fusion was used to combine 

different system results. On the FFSVC 2020 evaluation set, we 

achieved the minimum detection cost function (minDCF) of 

0.70, 0.86, and 0.68 which are Equal Error Rate (EER) of 

7.77%, 8.97%, and 7.53% for task1, task2, and task3, 

respectively. We also achieved the log-likelihood ratio based 

cost metric (Cllr) of 0.29, 0.33, and 0.29 for these three tasks, 

respectively, ranking second on the leaderboard among all 

participants for task1 and task3, ranking third on the 

leaderboard for task2 in mid-term submission. 

Index Terms: speaker verification, far-field, cross channel 

matching, distributed microphone array, speaker embedding 

1.  Introduction 

Speaker verification (SV) is one of biometric authentication 

methods like iris scanning, facial recognition and fingerprinting 

sensing. SV is a process of verifying speaker’s identification, 

that is, based on speaker’s existing utterances, to judge whether 

an utterance belongs to the target speaker [1]. Since speech 

based human machine interaction has become popular in many 

fields such as smart home, mobile devices and automobiles, 

speaker verification demonstrates its important role in these 

applications. SV can be classified into text-dependent and text-

independent tasks according to the applications [2]. In terms of 

technical composition, a complete SV system can be divided 

into acoustic feature phase, model phase and scoring phase. 

With the continuous increase in data and computations, SV 

technique has been making great progresses. The i-vector 

model [3] and neural network based speaker embedding 

methods [4] have demonstrated high performances when they 

are compared with the traditional approaches. However, in the 

contexts of noisy environment, short-term utterance 

verification, and far-field conditions [5], there are still great 

challenges for both text-dependent and text-independent SV 

tasks, in particularly in the far-field and complex environment 

[6]. Recent years, many challenges related to speaker 

recognition have been held to promote the speaker recognition 

technology. With these challenges, the evaluation methods are 

also developed in diversity and maturity. For example, the 

evaluation metric on speaker recognition system changed from 

EER to minDCF. From a practical point of view, the minDCF 

reflects system performance more in line with common usage 

habits because the impact of false acceptance and false rejection 

which are embodied by the EER on system usage is 

inconsistent. 

The INTERSPEECH 2020 Far-Field Speaker Verification 

Challenge was designed to boost the SV research focusing on 

far-field distributed microphone arrays under noisy conditions 

in real scenarios [6]. In this paper we will present our analyses 

on multiple SV systems, which were based on neural networks 

with various speaker embeddings including the state-of-the-art 

speaker embedding x-vector systems [7]. We will also analyze 

the impact of different front-end feature analysis, training data, 

data augmentation, and back-end scoring for far-field data 

represented in the FFSVC 2020 benchmarks. The main 

objective of this study is to provide a description and analysis 

of our submission to the FFSVC 2020 challenge. This paper is 

organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our system setup 

including dataset, feature analysis and speaker embedding 

neural network topologies. Section 3 describes the experimental 

results and analyses. Finally, Section 4 concludes this work. 

2.  System Setup 

In this section we provide a description of all the components 

used in our systems. We have set up five SV systems based on 

x-vector architectures. In the acoustic features phase of the 

system, F-bank, MFCC and PLP were all used as the acoustic 

features. In the systems of TDNN and ETDNN, the F-bank was 

used as the input features. In the phase of model, we also 

explored to improve system performance by adding LSTM 

layer as in [8]–[10] and used additive margin softmax (AM-

softmax) loss function in the neural network architecture [11]. 

In the scoring phase of system, we adopted the score 

discrimination method of multi-channel score average and 

multi-model fusion to calibrate and optimize the system at the 

score level. 

2.1.  Training data and augmentations 

In our systems, we only used the training set of the FFSVC20 

(FFSVC20Train) as training data. The FFSVC20Train consists 

of about 1,400,000 utterances, including 120 speakers, and its 

total duration is over 1,100 hours. The close-talking recorded 

speech in 48k Hz and 16 bits among the training data was down-

sampled to 16k Hz and 16 bits.  

     The conventional data augmentation in Kaldi for ASR can 

be realized by using simulated room impulse responses (RIRs) 

[35], producing multiple versions of the original signal with 



 

 

different speed factors [33], or adding noises to clean speech 

data [34]. The SpecAugment is a simple data augmentation 

method which is realized by frequency masking and time 

masking, it has been verified effective for improving speech 

recognition by Google [12]. The augmentation is directly 

applied to the feature inputs of a neural network, it can be easily 

utilized as an on-the-fly augmentation method. This method is 

also regarded useful in getting good results and for speaker 

recognition systems with high efficiency [13]. We compared 

the above two data augmentation methods, and we found that 

the computation of Kaldi’s data augmentation is much higher 

than the SpecAugment. So, we adopted the SpecAugment for 

our data augmentation. 

2.2.  Development and evaluation data 

The development set of FFSVC20 (FFSVC20Dev) consists of 

about 370,000 utterances, including 35 speakers, and its total 

duration is about 300 hours. We used it as a reference for 

evaluation during our developments. For each task of the 

challenge, an unlabeled evaluation set (FFSVC20Eval) and its 

corresponding trials files (containing 121,200 pairs of trial, 

referring to 80 speakers) were provided for the attendees. In 

experiments, we used the FFSVC20Dev for adaptation to 

reduce domain mismatch between the FFSVC20Train and the 

FFSVC20Eval, because FFSVC20Dev and FFSVC20Eval 

were from the same database [1]. 

2.3.  Front-end feature analysis 

All the close-talking (48kHz, 16 bits) records were resampled 

to 16kHz and pre-emphasized before feature extraction. At the 

same time, weighted prediction error (WPE) [14, 15] methods 

were used for de-reverberation for the circular microphone 

arrays records in both FFSVC20Dev and FFSVC20Eval. We 

employed log Mel-filterbank (F-bank) as the main acoustic 

features which is popular in speaker recognition. The MFCC 

features and PLP features were used since they were 

complementary in identifying information. All the acoustic 

features were 40-dimensions with a frame length of 25ms and 

hop size of 10ms. All the extracted features were mean-

normalized before feeding into the deep speaker network. 

2.4.  Voice activity detection 

During training x-vector extractors, an energy-based voice 

activity detection (VAD) was used since allowing a certain 

amount of noise during training helps improve the robustness 

of neural networks [16]. The NN-based VAD has been proven 

useful during the evaluation stage [17], but it did not work in 

our systems.  

2.5.  X-vector extractors 

It has been shown that SV systems based on TDNN structures 

have achieved good performance. Therefore we focused on 

Table 1:  Analysis of the systems on the development set (FFSVC20Dev) of the FFSVC 2020 challenge. 

 
 

Table 2:  Analysis of the systems on the evaluation set (FFSVC20Eval) of the FFSVC 2020 challenge. 

 
 

Table 3:  Cllr  performance on the evaluation set (FFSVC20Eval) of the FFSVC 2020 challenge. 

 



 

 

TDNN and its variants to extract x-vectors. Following neural 

network architectures and features were used in our systems. 

All the networks were trained with mini-batch size of 64, initial 

learning rate of 0.001 and final learning rate of 0.0001 for 6 

epochs. 

2.5.1.  TDNN-FBANK-AMSOFTMAX 

A standard x-vector system as described in [7, 18] was 

constructed and the AM-softmax was used as its discriminative 

classification loss. Since speaker verification in open settings is 

essentially a metric learning problem, AM-softmax has stronger 

requirements for correct classification than the common 

softmax, and it is able to generate an additive classification 

margin between embeddings of different classes. In this system, 

the TDNN architecture had 9 layers. 

2.5.2.  ETDNN-FBANK 

Compared with the standard TDNN, the ETDNN architecture 

[19] has a wider temporal context with alternating dense and 

convolutional layers in the frame-level hidden layers. 

Meanwhile, each time-delay layer of ETDNN has different 

dilation factors or kernel size. The ETDNN architecture 

increased to 14 layers compared to the TDNN architecture. 

2.5.3.  FTDNN-MFCC 

Compared with ETDNN, FTDNN has fewer parameters 

because it factorize one weight matrix into two low-rank 

matrices [20]. The first matrix is constrained to be semi-

orthogonal in order to retain the main information. To further 

reduce risk of gradient vanishing of deeper networks, FTDNN 

introduces skip connections [21] between the low-rank interior 

layers, where previous layers are concatenated to form the input 

of current layer. The FTDNN architecture also has 14 layers, 

but it has a faster training speed than the ETDNN. 

2.5.4.  FTDNN-PLP 

This system was consistent with the above system FTDNN-

MFCC’s configuration, the only difference is that the acoustic 

features were replaced with PLP. This system was expected to 

enrich the acoustic features of the final fusion system. 

2.5.5.  FTDNN-LSTMP*2-FBANK 

We proposed to insert recurrent layers in the frame level layers 

in order to better capture the long-range dependencies in speech 

than using a feed-forward structure alone as in conventional x-

vector systems. We combined FTDNN and two LSTM layers 

into a unified architecture as shown in [16] and took F-bank as 

input. Besides, the statistics pooling layer were replaced by a 

self-attention layer as shown in [22]. The self-attention 

mechanism enabled speaker embedding to be focused on 

important frames and to obtain long-term speaker 

representation with higher discriminative power. As a result, 

the final network had 16 layers. 

2.6.  Backend LDA-PLDA scoring 

The probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [23] 

served as the back-end scoring method. The back-ends 

consisted of LDA with dimension reduction to 200, centering, 

whitening, length normalization, PLDA and score 

normalization [24].  

2.7.  Score normalization 

After finishing the above procedures, the scores of all single 

systems were normalized and calibrated before fusion. We used 

AS-Norm [25] and PLDA to further weaken the out-of-domain 

problem at score stage. We needed to introduce another dataset 

as cohort dataset to realize AS-norm. The cohort dataset should 

be as similar as the evaluation dataset, but it cannot contain the 

same utterances or speakers in the evaluation dataset. 

Specifically, the utterances of the adaptive cohort dataset were 

selected from the development dataset of SLR85 

(SVC2019Dev) [26] by using the top N scores, where N was set 

to 1000 for all systems. 

2.8.  Calibration and score fusion 

System fusion is usually a good way to improve system 

performance for building an effective SV system. For our tasks, 

the fusion and calibration were performed by using linear 

logistic regression from the Bosaris toolkit [27], and the 

SVC2019Dev was used for calibration and tuning fusion 

parameters. We also explored another fusion method called 

average fusion strategy. We found the average fusion strategy 

was a stable and efficient method according to our experience. 

Both of the above fusion methods would be used, and the final 

submission systems were obtained by the fusion of all 

subsystems at the score level. 

3.  Results and Analysis 

3.1.  Evaluation metrics 

In this challenge, several metrics were used to evaluate the 

system performance. Unlike most conventional evaluations for 

SV systems, the minimum Detection Cost Function (minDCF) 

was taken as the primary metric. In addition, Equal Error Rate 

(EER) and log-likelihood-ratio cost function (Cllr) were also 

provided to participants as auxiliary metrics. Here, the EER is 

the operating point in the detection error trade-off (DET) curve 

where both the miss and false alarm rates are equal. DCF is a 

weighed sum of the missed detection and false alarm error 

probabilities shown as follows:  

 

𝐷𝐶𝐹 = 𝐶𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠 × 𝑃𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠|𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 × 𝑃𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 

+𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 × 𝑃𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚|𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 × (1 − 𝑃𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) (1) 

 

where 𝐶𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 10  , 𝑃𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 1  and  𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 0.01  in 

SRE-2008, and 𝐶𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 0.001 in SRE-2010 [28]. The 

log-likelihood-ratio (LLR) cost function, Cllr, is computed as 

follows: 

 

            𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑟 =
1

2×𝑙𝑜𝑔(2)
× (

∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1+1/𝑠)

𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
+

∑𝑙𝑜𝑔(1+𝑠)

𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
)(2) 

 

where s is the likelihood ratio for a trial. 𝑁𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 and 𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 

are the number of target and nontarget trials in the evaluation 

set, respectively [29]. 

3.2.  Official baseline systems 

A baseline system for the FFSVC 2020 was provided in [6]. In 

this baseline system, a pyroomacoustics toolkit [30] was used 

to simulate the room acoustics and generate far-field training 



 

 

data. Instead of using an energy-based VAD, a gradient 

boosting algorithm-based voice activity detection (GVAD) [31] 

was utilized. The GVAD was trained on a simulated far-field 

speech dataset which was originated from the AISHELL-1 

dataset (SLR33) [32]. The 64-dimensional log Mel-filterbank 

energies were extracted with mean-normalization. The ResNet-

34 structure [33] was adopted as the speaker embedding 

extractor. Networks were pre-trained with large scale (10,554 

speakers) datasets of close-talking and simulation data 

including SLR33, SLR38, SLR47, SLR49, SLR62, and SLR68 

from openslr.org. The learning rate was divided by 10 every 20 

epochs. 

3.3.  Experimental analyses and discoveries 

We listed the performances of all single systems on 

FFSVC20Dev in Table 1. The best result was in the form of 

bold face. Although the cosine scoring is a common method in 

SV, our tasks’ performances embodied by it were modest. 

Therefore, in this challenge, we mainly adopted relevant 

methods of PLDA. It was observed that keeping the same 

amount of close-talking data and far field data from 

FFSVC20Train and FFSVC20Dev to train PLDA model could 

reduce the domain mismatch. For processing multi-channel 

data, we found that beamforming processing [34] was not 

currently the best method. Therefore, we drew on the idea of 

top-n, since the utterances for evaluation came from the circular 

microphone arrays which four recording channels were used. In 

scoring process, we first calculated the multi-channel records 

separately, then averaged the scores of the same recorded 

utterance from the same circular microphone array, and took 

the averaged score as the final score in the trial file. 

3.4.  FFSVC 2020 Dev baseline and submission results 

We demonstrated the performances of all single systems on 

FFSVC20Dev in Table 1. It shows that the best single system 

in task1 was the FTDNN-LSTMP*2-FBANK, which achieved 

0.54 of minDCF and 4.33% of EER. The best single system in 

task2 was the TDNN-FBANK-AMSOFTMAX, which 

achieved 0.64 of minDCF and 5.17% of EER. Compared with 

the standard FTDNN with 14 layers, the FTDNN-LSTMP*2-

FBANK had two more layers of LSTM and adopted the 

attention pooling, which enabled itself to learn higher-level 

representations, especially in text-dependent tasks. Although 

the standard TDNN had a shallow structure and a small amount 

of parameters, TDNN still showed a strong classification ability 

by relying on AM-softmax loss function when the amount of 

training data is not particularly large, especially in text-

independent tasks.  

As can be seen from Table 1, a fusion of all subsystems 

yields minDCF of 0.45 and EER of 3.37% by Fusion (LR) 

method. Compared with the baseline result of FFSVC20Dev, 

our best system improves the minDCF by 21.05% and the EER 

by 43.93% relatively. Meanwhile, for the best system of task2, 

a fusion of all subsystems yields minDCF of 0.58 and EER of 

4.28% by Fusion (LR) method. Compared with baseline result 

on FFSVC20Dev, our best system improves the EER by 

26.59% relatively and the minDCF was basically consistent 

with the baseline system. In addition, we use the evaluation 

results of task1 to evaluate the relative performance of task3, 

because task1 and task3 belong to far-field text-dependent 

speaker verification from microphone arrays. 

3.5.  FFSVC 2020 Eval baseline and submission results 

The experimental results of the submitted fusion systems were 

accordingly shown in Table 2. The best result is in the form of 

bold face. By analyzing Table 1 and Table 2, we found that the 

performance of our system on the FFSVC20Dev was obviously 

better than that on the FFSVC20Eval, this was due to that we 

selected part of the FFSVC20Dev data to train the PLDA 

model, and resulted in the phenomenon of overfitting. 

However, the PLDA model overfitting on the FFSVC20Dev 

was also beneficial to the performance on the FFSVC20Eval, 

we can still predict the performance on the FFSVC20Eval 

through the system performance evaluation results on the 

FFSVC20Dev. On the other hand, since the FFSVC20Dev and 

the FFSVC20Eval were composed of different speakers of the 

same dataset, we conducted additional experiments to prove 

that selecting a part of the data from the FFSVC20Dev and 

adding it to the PLDA model training can further improve the 

performance of the whole system. Although the minDCF and 

EER of our systems do not exceed the baseline system, we 

believe that if we increase the amount of training data resources, 

our system would achieve better performance. 

Table 3 showed the performance of the FFSVC20Eval in 

the respect of Cllr metric. By analyzing Table 2 and Table 3, it 

was demonstrated that although the performance of our systems 

were not as well as the baseline in the respect of metrics 

minDCF and EER, the Cllr of our systems achieved 0.29, 0.33 

and 0.29 for task1, task2 and task3, respectively. We hope to 

get the SV systems with stable performance, so our systems 

were calibrated across all operating points well and could get 

more discriminative scores between target and nontarget trials, 

from the viewpoint of metric Cllr, our task1 and task3 both 

ranked second on the leaderboard among all participants, and 

task2 ranked third on the leaderboard among all participants. 

4.  Conclusions 

In this study, we explored several neural network based speaker 

embeddings for the INTERSPEECH 2020 Far-Field Speaker 

Verification Challenge. We provided an overview of the 

RoyalFlush systems submitted to this challenge. We described 

details about our systems including datasets, various x-vector 

extractors, back-end models and fusion strategies. On the 

FFSVC20Eval, we achieved the minDCF of 0.70, 0.86, and 

0.68 which were EER of 7.77%, 8.97%, and 7.53% for task1, 

task2, and task3 in mid-term submission, respectively. Our 

systems showed very good results in the metric of log-

likelihood-ratio cost function, Cllr, which were 0.29, 0.33, and 

0.29 for task1, task2, and task3, respectively. Good Cllr scores 

denote high discrimination between target and nontarget scores. 

What we learned from FFSVC 2020 include: a small amount of 

data can quickly build SV system but system performance was 

limited; adding LSTM layers and using AM-softmax loss 

function to the neural networks significantly improved the 

performance; adjusting the composition of the back-end 

training data can reduce the domain mismatch; and finally, 

fusion can effectively improve performance of the submitted 

SV system. 
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